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DOCENTS IN THE
LIBRARY!
Written by Eryn Duffee

The next time you come to the library, you may notice someone sitting patiently, waiting
expectantly, and wearing a volunteer name badge. Perhaps you will notice a sign next to
them that says " I Am A Volunteer Docent. My I show you around the library?" Be sure to
stop and say hello, perhaps let them give you a guided tour of the different collections
and nooks and crannies that our library has to offer. You will make their day and might
learn something new about WCPL in the process!
Welcome Teresa, Alec, Chris, Mark, and Betty! We are so glad you are here!

SPOTLIGHT ON
TECHNICAL SERVICES
Written by Eryn Duffee
New books, DVD's, and other media do not just
magically appear on the shelves, of course; but you
may be surprised to know just how long of a journey
they take before you can check them out.
Our technical services department works behind
tirelessly to make sure that materials are ordered,
received, cataloged, and labeled before they go out on
the shelves. Without this crew of six women, we would
not be a library- we would simply be a room full of
books.
We have two staff members, Emma and Michele, who
are responsible for all of the ordering of materials and
interfacing with the publishers and distributors on
behalf of the library.
Margaret and Sheila catalog all of our books and
materials-a large job!- so that when you search for
"books about the generals of the Battle of Franklin"
you get an accurate list of all related materials and
where to find them. The cataloging also determines
which department, shelf, and Dewey number is
assigned to books, which assures that books will
mostly be where you expect to find them. This is often
subjective (with guidance) and can take a bit of
research to determine.

"Cataloguing is more than merely ‘processing’
an item. Metadata gives voice to collected
works, brings their form and meaning to the
surface of discovery, so that collections might
be found and enjoyed."
Alissa M. (Librarian, Cataloger)

Lynn is our Materials Processor. She
creates item records for each new book
or other material, creates and places all
labels and markings on the books, and a
million other small and large things that
impact collection development for all six
branches.
Marcia is the Technical Services Manager.
She oversees the work in the department
and is responsible for making collection
development policy decisions for the
library system.
If you are interested in volunteering
technical services, they are always happy
to have help with unpacking new
deliveries and processing weeded books
from the collection.
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Congratulation to our January Volunteer of the Month,
Susan Brandenburg!

Susan has been volunteering with the library since
September, but we are only the latest organization
to benefit from her kindness and dedication to
volunteerism.
Susan comes in once a week and spends hours
repairing well-loved books so that they can go
back out on the shelves and continue to be
enjoyed by patrons. She calls it "arts and crafts"
and we call it a blessing!
Without Susan's hard work, dozens of books
would be pulled from circulation each month, with
no assurances that they would be replaced.
When asked why she volunteers at the library,
Susan said "I like knowing that I am doing my small
part to get books into the hands of people,
especially children."
We agree, Susan, and we're so glad you are here!

Friends of the Library
By David Miller, Vice President and Book Sale Chair
January gives us the opportunity to reﬂect on our past year’s achievements and plan
for the year ahead both as individuals and organizations. In 2019, our Friends
organization was pleased to donate $50,000 to the Williamson County Library in
Franklin for the acquisition of new books and media, along with countless hours of
donated time and energy in support of reading events, book sales and other library
activities throughout the year.
For 2020, we have already started our planning for upcoming events beginning with
our ﬁrst quarterly book sale from Friday, February 21st through Sunday, February
23rd. (Our members have special access to a “Members Only” preview sale on
Thursday evening, February 20th from 5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.)

Our Friends volunteers are the key to our success and
we oﬀer many volunteer opportunities through such
activities as sorting donated books, organizing and
storing inventory, helping with set-up of the book sale,
keeping the books and media neat and organized
during the sale, tallying sales and similar activities. We
need many volunteers to make our book sales the
success that they are! Outside of book sales, we also
have volunteer needs to help with membership,
hospitality, communications and many other typical
activities of any organization.
Please consider becoming a member of Friends and
join in the fun we will enjoy at our February book sale
and beyond! You can place or renew your annual
Friends membership either on line through the Friends
link on the Williamson County Public Library website or
at the door during the book sale. We look forward to
getting to know you!

